[High-resolution CT of epidermoid carcinoma in peripheral lung fields: radiologic-pathologic correlation].
We correlated high-resolution CT (HR-CT) images of 30 surgically resected epidermoid carcinomas in peripheral lung fields with pathologic findings. We classified peripheral epidermoid carcinomas into three types based on HR-CT findings. All tumors showed a notch along their margin. Type 1 shows scanty speculations without the convergence of surrounding lung structures. Type 2, which has two subtypes, shows a spiculated border with the convergence of peripheral lung structures. Type 2a has fine irregularities in its border, while type 2b has few fine irregularities. The convergence of peripheral lung structures seen in type 2 carcinoma is caused by the presence of scar tissue within tumors. Speculations corresponded to tumor extension or lymphocytic infiltration, sometimes along pulmonary vessels or interlobular septa, and fine irregularities seen in type 2a corresponded to summation of fibrous thickening of alveolar septa. Nine tumors showed varying-sized cavities, which were caused by the circulatory disturbance and/or central necrosis seen in tumor nests. In conclusion, HR-CT images were well correlated with pathologic findings of the resected specimens; however, some type 2a tumors may mimic adenocarcinoma on HR-CT findings.